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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate zero-derived nouns based on irregular verbs in Greek. This is an under-explored area in Greek morpho-syntax, and in this paper, we will make three main contributions. First, we will discuss the fact that the overwhelming majority of these nouns are feminine, while neuter nouns are considerably less represented and masculine nouns are almost nonexistent. As feminine is taken to be the semantically marked gender in the case of animate nouns, asserting female sex, and neuter is argued to be the default gender in Greek for inanimates, the fact that zero abstract nouns are feminine is surprising. We will argue that feminine is the default in the case of zero derivation by exploiting an analysis of flavors of n. Second, we will show that, contrary to the findings in earlier literature, certain zero-derived nouns do have argument structure, similarly to their affixed counterparts. As not all zero-derived nouns have argument structure, we will appeal to complex head formation to explain the properties of those zero-derived nouns that have an eventive interpretation but do not surface with arguments. Finally, we will turn to an examination of the size of the domain that is nominalized. Since, in our cases, we observe root allomorphy conditioned by a nominal affix in the presence of a zero verbal head, we will suggest that Pruning is the mechanism that allows this.
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1. Introduction

While there is extensive research on Greek nominalizations focusing on affixed derivations (see, e.g., Markantonatou 1992; Kolliakou 1995; and Alexiadou 2001, among others), in this paper we are concerned with a survey of zero-derived nouns based on irregular verbs in Greek. Zero-derived nouns pose at least three puzzles, which we will discuss here. First, the nominalizations of verbs listed as irregular in Holton et al. (1997) are mostly feminine, while neuter nouns are considerably less represented and masculine nouns are almost nonexistent. (1) offers some examples of feminine zero-derived nouns, where the affix is a declension class (DC) marker, Ralli (2000):

(1) a. vaf-o vaf-i
    pain.1SG paint.DC FEM
b. trep-o trop-i
    turn.1SG turn.DC FEM
c. thref-o trof-i
    feed.1SG food. DC FEM
d. pin-a-o pin-a
    hunger.ThV.1SG hunger. DC FEM

This is an interesting state of affairs, as this distribution mirrors the gender specification of affixed derived nouns: a large subset of deverbal nouns, especially action and result nouns ending in -s-iDC are feminine. In fact, several of the verbs listed as irregular in
Holton et al. (1997) give -s- feminine nominalizations: ta-s-i ‘tendency’, kli-s-i ‘call’, the-s-i ‘position’, etc. This raises interesting questions about the representation of gender and the link between feminine gender and abstract nominal interpretation. Building on Kramer (2015) and Alexiadou (2017), we assume that the fact that deverbal nominalizations are gendered constitutes an argument that gender resides on the little n head, which hosts the nominalizing affixes, and is not a property of roots. The fact that in many Indo-European languages nominalizing affixes bear feminine gender has been widely discussed in historical linguistics (see, e.g., Luraghi 2013). For instance, as discussed in Luraghi (2013), in German deverbal abstract nouns take the feminine affix -ung. This fact is attributed to the emergence of a three-gender system that led to the following gender specification for nominal forms: neuter appears on mass nouns, masculine on individuated nouns, and feminine on abstract nouns (Vogel 2000; Weber 2001). The interesting finding of our investigation is that the same state of affairs holds for zero-derived nominals, and we will explore the reasons for this behavior.

Second, in the literature, zero-derived nominals are typically taken to lack argument structure, see Grimshaw (1990). We will show that this does not hold in Greek: zero-derived nominals may have argument structure, similarly to what has been argued for other languages. This in turn means that they may contain verbal layers and cannot simply be nominalizations of a root.

Third, we will demonstrate that looking at this particular class of nouns raises interesting questions concerning the size of the domain that is nominalized. Specifically, as we will see, there are several stem changes in the nominal derivations we are interested in, see, e.g., (1b) and (1c). Within the framework of Distributed Morphology, it is typically assumed that two morphemes must be linearly or structurally adjacent in order to influence each other (see, e.g., Embick 2010; Bobaljik 2012; Merchant 2015; Moskal 2015; Christopoulos and Petrosino 2018; and others). In our concrete cases, we would expect stem allomorphy to be conditioned by the nominalizing head, which is adjacent to the root. However, as we will show, one or more verbal heads may intervene; thus, we will suggest that Pruning (Embick 2010) is the mechanism that allows allomorphic triggering between elements that are structurally non-adjacent, as long as the nodes that intervene between the trigger and the target are realized as zero. Specifically, if zero nominals have argument structure, we must conclude that they are verb-derived, leaving Pruning as a mechanism to explain stem internal changes. As we will show, stem internal changes also occur in affixed nominalizations, under the condition that there is no overt verbalizer.

Our discussion is cast within the framework of Distributed Morphology, a framework that assumes that syntax operates on abstract morphemes and the realization (exponence) of these morphemes takes place after syntax (Bobaljik 2017, for discussion). As we will discuss in detail in Section 3, syntactic word formation manipulates acategorial roots that receive categorial specification in combination with so-called categorial heads, such as n and v, see Embick (2010).

The study of zero-derived nouns in English has received attention within Distributed Morphology in Arad (2003), who argued that zero-derived pairs offer evidence for two layers of word-formation: root-derived forms (hammer-hammer) and word-derived forms (nail-nail), see also Acquaviva (2009), but cf. Borer (2013). As far as we know, Greek zero-derived nouns have not been discussed in the literature at all. Moreover, the question of how their gender relates to their derivational history or whether they have argument structure has not been addressed, while some discussion of their root vs. word-derived nature is offered in Alexiadou (2009). This paper is a first attempt to fill this gap.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we turn to a description of the Greek data and the puzzles they pose. In Section 3, we first offer a discussion of our theoretical assumptions, and we then turn to our analysis. In Section 4, we conclude our discussion.
2. Greek (Zero) Derived Nominals

2.1. Greek Nominalizations from Irregular Verbs

To begin with, it is important to emphasize that Greek lacks zero-derived nouns of the English type: as in, e.g., Spanish (Fábregas 2014, p. 102), (2), the term zero-derived nouns in Greek applies to nouns that are derived from a verb in the absence of an overt nominalizer. As we see in (2), the Spanish verbal-nominal pair shares the same stem, but each form combines with a verbal vs. nominal thematic vowel, respectively. Specifically, in (2a), the stem combines with the verbal thematic vowel (ThV) and the result is a verb, while in (2b), the stem combines with the noun marker (NM) -a, and the result is a noun. Such markers cannot be analyzed as lexical categorizers: as Fábregas points out, in (2c) and (2d), we see that lexical verbalizers (vbz) can co-occur thematic vowels and lexical nominalizers (nmz) with noun markers:

(2) a. abandon-o
abandon.ThV
‘abandon’
b. abandona-a
abandon.NM
‘abandonment’
c. re-al-iz-a
re-al-vbz.ThV
‘realize’
d. mov-i-ment-o
move.ThV.nmz.NM
‘movement’

Similarly, the Greek pairs in (3) also share the same stem; the verbal forms surface with verbal agreement morphology, and they may contain ThVs (3a), while the nominal ones combine with DC markers. As in Spanish, the DC marker can appear next to the stem (3a) or after an overt nominalizer (3b):

(3) a. pin-a-o
hunger.ThV.1SG
pin-a
hunger.DC_FEM
b. ana-li-o
prefix.solve.1SG
ana-li-s-i
prefix.solve.nmz.DC_FEM
‘analyze’ ‘analysis’

Let us now offer a more detailed survey of Greek (zero) nominalizations. As mentioned, we are concerned with nominalizations based on verbs that Holton et al. (1997, p. 262 ff.) classify as irregular. Greek has two verbal conjugations, and the basic distinction between the two relates to the position of the stress associated with the form of the 1st person present active tense: first conjugation verbs bear stress on the last syllable of their stem, e.g., gráφ-o ‘write.1SG’, while second conjugation verbs bear stress on the last vowel, e.g., agap-ó ‘love.1SG’. These stems are used to form active and passive simple past as well as the perfective imperative, the perfect passive participle, and the non-finite forms used in the perfect tenses. According to Holton, Mackridge, and Philippaki-Warburton, verbs that do not conform to the general patterns of Greek verbal conjugation are considered irregular. In addition, second conjugation verbs that do not form the perfective stem with -is- (active) or -ith- (passive) and verbs that have irregular perfect passive participles are considered irregular.

Several of the verbs listed as irregular in Holton et al. (1997) have -s- nominalizations. As we can see in (4), in several instances, an internal stem change can be observed, e.g., tino vs. tasi. Note that in the examples below, some of the verbs contain a thematic vowel which, following Spyropoulos et al. (2015), we analyze as signaling the presence of a v layer. It is interesting that the nominalization may also contain this vowel, as in (4a), or an allomorph thereof, as in (4c). Others lack an overt realization of v, e.g., (4f). As we will
discuss in Section 3, this in turn suggests that -s- nouns contain a v layer, which in some cases is realized as zero, so that the nominalizer can trigger a stem change across it:

(4) a. apo-sp-a-o ‘detach’
    prefix.break.ThV.1SG. apo-sp-a-s-i ‘detachment’
    prefix.break.ThV.nmz.DC_FEM

b. kal-o ‘call’
    call.1SG. kli-s-i ‘call’
    call.nmz. DC_FEM

c. kata-fron-e-o ‘scorn’
    prefix.know.ThV.1SG. kata-fron-i-s-i ‘scorning’
    prefix.know.ThV.nmz.DC_FEM

d. math-en-o ‘learn’
    learn.vbz.1SG. math/i-s-i ‘learning’
    learn.ThV.nmz. DC_FEM

e. ple-n-o ‘wash’
    wash.vbz.1SG. pli-s-i ‘wash’
    wash.nmz. DC_FEM

f. tin-o ‘tend’
    tend.1SG. ta-s-i ‘tendency’
    tend.nmz.DC_FEM

g. thet-o ‘place’
    place.1SG. the-s-i ‘position’
    place.nmz. DC_FEM

As -s- nouns are always feminine, these are cases of gendered nominalizations of the type discussed in Kramer (2015) and Alexiadou (2017).

Several irregular verbs yield neuter nouns, (5), while there are also some masculine ones, which, however, are a minority. Such nominalizations can be both zero and affix-derived. In (5a), we see that often the nominal form contains a different verbalizer than the verb, e.g., Kernao vs. keraisma. Originally, however, the verbalizer was -an-, which shifts to the allomorph -as- in the context of the nominalizer -m-. In (5b), we note that DC markers mostly attach directly to the stem.

(5) a. Neuter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Nominal Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gdér-n-o ‘skin’</td>
<td>gdár-sim-o ‘skinning’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skin.vbz.1SG</td>
<td>skin.nmz. DC_NEUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gel-á-o ‘laugh’</td>
<td>gel-i-o ‘laugh’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laugh.ThV.1SG</td>
<td>laugh.DC_NEUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ker-n-á-o ‘treat’</td>
<td>kér-as-m-a ‘treat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treat.vbz.ThV.1SG</td>
<td>treat.vbz.nmz. DC_NEUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pid-á-o ‘jump’</td>
<td>píd-i-m-a ‘jump’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jump.ThV.1SG</td>
<td>jump.ThV.nmz. DC_NEUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp-á-o ‘break’</td>
<td>sp-á-sim-o ‘breaking’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>break.ThV.1SG</td>
<td>break.ThV.nmz. DC_NEUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Masculine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Nominal Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>epen-é-o ‘praise’</td>
<td>epen-os ‘praise’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>praise.ThV.1SG</td>
<td>praise.DC_MASC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pon-á-o ‘feel pain’</td>
<td>pón-os ‘pain’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pain.ThV.1SG</td>
<td>pain. DC_MASC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psél-n-o ‘chant’</td>
<td>psal-m-ós ‘chant’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chant.vbz.1SG</td>
<td>chant.nmz. DC_MASC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psél-o ‘chant’</td>
<td>chant.1SG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning now to zero-derived feminine nouns derived from irregular verbs, we observe the following. First of all, none of these verbs contain a verbalizer. Second, they seem to belong to three groups, whereby the first group contains more zero forms. In (6), we see that the nominalization is marked by vowel gradation: the nouns formed contain -o-, while the verbal stem contains the vowel -e- or -i-. This pattern has been characterized in the literature as templatic (Pooth 2020), and is inherited from Proto-Indo-European. According to Pooth (2020), -o- is interpreted as a de-transitivizing marker. As we see, several of these base verbs contain prefixes:
Several other nominalizations do not show such a gradation and maintain the verbal stem vowel, as illustrated in (7):

(7) vosk-á-o ‘graze’
    vosk-i ‘grazing’
    grate.ThV .1SG
    vut-á-o ‘dive’
    vut-a ‘dive’
    dive.ThV .1SG
    dips-á-o ‘am thirsty’
    dips-a ‘thirst’
    thirst.ThV .1SG
    meth-á-o ‘get drunk’
    meth-i ‘intoxication’
    drunk.ThV .1SG
    fáv-o ‘paint’
    val-i ‘paint’
    paint.1SG

Finally, there are some examples where the nominal form contains a different vowel, namely the one that corresponds to the perfective verbal stem:

(8) févg-o ‘I leave’
    fig-i ‘escape’
    efig-a ‘I escaped’
    leave.1SG
    her-ome ‘I am glad’
    har-á ‘cheerfulness’
    hará ‘I was glad’
    glad.1SGNACT
    gá-lo ‘I am glad’
    hará ‘cheerfulness’
    hari ‘I was glad’
    glad.1SGNACT

Note that doublets are also found, whereby both a neuter and a feminine, zero or affixed, or a masculine and a neuter, affixed or zero nominalization, are possible. In such cases, e.g., (9a–b) and (10), the -m/-sim- noun is interpreted as a process nominal, Alexiadou (2009), while the other forms may receive a more specialized meaning. In (9c), we have a feminine-neuter pair: the neuter noun contains the same stem as the verb, while the feminine noun is characterized by gradation. In (11), both nominalizations are zero-derived. However, while the feminine noun bears a meaning related to that of the corresponding verbs, the masculine noun bears an idiomatic/non-compositional interpretation:

(9) Verb                Feminine                  Neuter
    a. kë-o ‘burn’
       kás-s’i ‘burn’
       káp-sim-o ‘cutting’
    b. kòv-o ‘cut’
       kòp-’i ‘cut’
       kóp-sim-o ‘burning’
    c. févg-o
       fig-i ‘leave’
       fevg-iò ‘leaving’

(10) Verb                Masculine                  Neuter
    vih-o ‘cough’
    vih-as ‘cough’
    vik-sim-o ‘coughing’

(11) Verb                Feminine                  Masculine
    tém-n-o ‘cut’
    tom-’i ‘cut, cutting’
    tom-’s ‘book’
    trép-o ‘turn’
    trop-’i ‘turn’
    trop-’os ‘manner’

A further characteristic of zero-derived feminine nouns is that when they are derived from verbs that bear stress on the stem vowel, they show stress shift: the stress is on the final vowel of the derived noun, e.g., tropi, tomí, voli, vs. trépó, témno, vilo, etc. According to
Revithiadou (1999), Greek derivational affixes generally determine the stress of the derived word, which is expected if we take forms to contain a nominal categorizing head.

2.2. Derived Nominals and Argument Structure

Affixed derived nominals in Greek have been discussed in the literature in some detail. For instance, it has been shown that neuter -m-/sim- neuter nouns are argument supporting, see Kollia (1995), Alexiadou (2001, 2009). -M- and -sim- are taken to be allomorphic realizations of the same affix depending on the number of syllables of the stem: -sim- attaches to stems with one syllable, and -m- is the elsewhere form (Malikouti-Drachman and Drachman 1995). As argued for in Alexiadou (2009), -s- nouns behave like argument supporting nominals in the sense of Grimshaw (1990): not only are they eventive, as they can appear in eventive contexts (12a), but they can also appear together with an internal argument in the genitive, can be modified by aspectual modifiers such as frequent and license agentive by phrases similarly to -m-/sim- nouns, (12c).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(12)</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>i plisi kratai 10 lepta</td>
<td>the wash lasts 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>i sihni apospasi prosopiku apo ti diikisi</td>
<td>the frequent detachment personel.GEN by the directorate the frequent detachment of personel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>to kapsimo tu vivliu apo to Jani</td>
<td>the burning the book.GEN by the John</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning now to the question of whether or not zero-derived feminine nouns are expected to be argument-supporting, we note here that this has been controversially discussed in the literature. Grimshaw (1990) claimed that zero nouns lack argument structure and may only have result and simple event interpretations. A similar claim was made in Borer (2013), who looked at the properties of zero-derived nominals in English in some detail. According to Borer (2013, p. 332), contrasts such as the ones in (13) suggest that zero nouns are not argument-supporting. Specifically, as the examples in (13) show, zero-derived nouns in English do not allow the realization of the internal argument in an of-phrase and the external one in a by-PP, nor do they license aspectual PPs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(13)</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>the salute/*the salute of the officers by the subordinate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>the walk/*the walk of the dog for three hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second argument Borer makes is that zero-derived nouns in English show a stress shift from verb final stress to nominal initial stress, as shown in (14), see also Kiparsky (1997):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(14)</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>to torment vs. the torment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alexiadou and Grimshaw (2008), by contrast, claimed that only nouns derived from verbs license argument structure, so if it can be shown that zero-derived nominals are argument-supporting, then this means that they are verb-derived. This has been recently discussed at length in Iordăchioaia (2021, p. 244) for English, who challenges Borer’s view and shows that zero nominals do in fact license argument structure, see also Lieber (2016). After conducting searches in English corpora, Iordăchioaia (op.cit.) shows that, in fact, argument-supporting readings for certain zero nominals are possible, as we see in (25):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(15)</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Trump defended his salute of one of Kim’s generals. (News On the Web Corpus)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>I have made the conscious choice not to exercise much beyond a brisk walk of the dog. (Corpus of Global Web-based English)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iordăchioaia then argues that the availability of argument structure licensing correlates with the root of the base verb: change of state verbs yield argument-supporting nominalizations. From this perspective, zero is just another potential realization of the nominalizer, as already alluded to in Alexiadou and Grimshaw (2008).

A further point made by Iordăchioaia (2021, p. 204) is that zero nouns derived from particle verbs may also license argument structure, irrespectively of the position of the particle:
(16) a. outbreak of cholera
   b. buildout of renewable energy

Crucially, then, the point Iordăchioia makes for English is that not all zero nominals lack argument structure. We show here that this also holds for Greek. Applying Grimshaw’s diagnostics to Greek zero-derived nominals, we observe that certainly several of these, derived from both prefixed but also bare verbs, can be argument-supporting: as shown in (17), they appear together with an internal argument bearing genitive case, as well as a causative by-PP:

(17) a. i anavoli ton eklogon apo tin kivernisi
    the postponement of the elections by the government

b. i fthora ton pragmaton apo hrono
    the corruption of things by time

However, not all zero-derived nominals are able to support argument structure. For instance, several zeros have eventive readings, e.g., \textit{vrohi} 'rain', \textit{dipsa} 'thurst', or \textit{trofi} 'food', but lack argument structure.

To summarize this section: we have introduced three puzzles that we need to account for. First, the presence of feminine gender on zero nominals; second, the fact that they license argument structure; and third, the root allomorphy pattern observed in both zero and suffixed nominalizations, e.g., (4e) and (6).

3. Towards an Analysis

3.1. Theoretical Assumptions

Our analysis is cast within the framework of Distributed Morphology. Distributed Morphology adopts the idea that all words are internally complex as they are derived from combining roots with functional elements. Embick (2010, p. 21) defines the basic units of word formation as in (18) and (19):

(18) \textbf{Functional Morphemes}: Terminal nodes consisting of (bundles of) grammatical features, such as [past] or [pl], etc.; these do not have phonological representations.

(19) \textbf{Roots}: Members of embers of the open-class or ‘lexical’ vocabulary: items such as √CAT √OX, etc.

Roots are taken to lack a category. Categorization is introduced in the syntax when the root combines with a so-called category-defining head, e.g., n, v, a.

There are two main insights from Embick’s work that we appeal to. First of all, in a structure such as (20), x and z differ: x is root attached, while z attaches in a domain where it is not local to the root but attached in the outer domain.

(20) WP
    \begin{tikzpicture}
    \node (w) at (0,0) {W}
    \node (z) at (1.5,0) {ZP}
    \node (x) at (1.5,1.5) {xP}
    \node (zP) at (3,0) {ZP}
    \draw (w) -- (z); \draw (z) -- (x); \draw (x) -- (zP);
    \end{tikzpicture}

According to Embick (2010), there are interpretational differences between root derived words and words that involve roots in combination with several other heads (21):

(21) \textbf{Interpretation}: The combination of root-attached x and the root might yield a special interpretation. The heads x attached in the outer domain yield predictable interpretations.

From this perspective, structures in which a category-defining head x is merged with a root are somehow special. By contrast, \textit{outer} heads could not show root-specific interactions, as such heads are not present in the same cycle as the root. For example, an n in combination with a root can yield a variety of non-compositional interpretations. If, however, n combines with a verb, i.e., a root that has been categorized by a v head, then the interpretation of the nominalization is compositional, meaning that it carries the verbal meaning.
Related ideas were developed in Arad (2003, 2005), who was specifically concerned with zero derivation and proposed that roots may be assigned a variety of interpretations in different morpho-phonological environments, e.g., when a root combines with distinct categorizing heads. According to Arad, these interpretations, though retaining some shared core meaning of the root, are often semantically far apart from one another and are by no means predictable from the combination of the root and the word-creating head. However, once the root has merged with a category head and formed a word (n, v, etc.), its interpretation is fixed and will be carried along throughout the derivation. This locality constraint is universal; see also Anagnostopoulou and Samioti (2013, 2014) and Marantz (2013), who emphasize that categorizing heads fix the meaning of the root (see, e.g., Marantz 2013, p. 105), unless they are semantically empty, the semantic analogue to the visibility condition in (23) discussed right below.

There is a further mechanism that we will use, namely Pruning. This was introduced in Embick (2010) and is used in subsequent literature dealing with the question of which heads can act as triggers of allomorphy. In a structure, such as (22), a head y cannot trigger root allomorphy, as x intervenes, unless x is phonologically empty, as stated in the Visibility Condition in (23):

\[(22) \quad [y \ [x \ [\sqrt{\ }]]]\]

\[(23) \quad \text{Features on node Y can condition allomorphy on a node X if Y is linearly adjacent to X.}\]

The basic insight of Embick’s Pruning operation is that it removes zero nodes from being relevant for allomorphy, allowing long-distance interactions that do not obey strict adjacency. Christopoulos and Petrosino (2018) employ Pruning to treat root allomorphy in the Greek verbal domain, see also Paparounas (2022). We will adopt their insights here. Specifically, the authors note that in Greek, if a verbal form shows root allomorphy, this form lacks an overt verbalizer. With verbs like serno ‘drag’, by contrast, where root-allomorphy is triggered by the feature [+PFV], (24b–c), allomorphy does take place under linear adjacency, as there is no overt intervener between the trigger and the target, as in (24a), where v is pruned:

\[(24) \quad \text{a. Voice/ASP}\]
\[\quad \begin{array}{c}
\quad \text{v} \\
\quad \text{[+PFV]} \\
\quad \text{Root} \\
\quad \emptyset
\end{array}\]

\[\text{b. } \sqrt{\text{DRAG}} \leftrightarrow \text{sir-/}[+PFV]\]

\[\text{c. } \sqrt{\text{DRAG}} \leftrightarrow \text{ser-}/\text{elsewhere}\]

Following Christopoulos and Petrosino (2018) as well as Paparounas’s (2022), we will treat root allomorphy in the nominal domain along the same lines: in a structure such as (25), n can trigger root allomorphy, but only if v and maybe other intervening heads receive zero exponent:

\[(25) \quad [n \ [v \ [\text{Root}]])\]

The final assumption we will adopt is the view that gender is on n, see Kramer (2015) for a general such claim and Merchant (2014), Alexiadou (2017), Anagnostopoulou (2017), Markopoulos (2017, 2018), Sudo and Spathas (2020), and Adamson and Anagnostopoulou (2021) for Greek. As already mentioned, the fact that affixed nominalizations are gendered in Greek provides further support for this view. We have seen that all –s- nominals are feminine, while m/sim ones are neuter, and certain masculine forms bear the affix -m-, which is a case of accidental homophony. Moreover, feminine nominalizations all belong to Ralli’s (2000) DC3, while neuter ones belong to DC5 and DC7, and masculine ones to DC 1 and 2. While, as we will explain in the next section, gender is related to particular
The basic insight of Embick's Pruning operation is that it removes zero-arguments. Taking the licensing of the agentive PP to be a reflex of the presence of Voice, Alexiadou et al. (2015), this presence of argument structure, while the absence of verbal layers suggests root derivation: 

(24) a. Voice/ASP 

(27a) does not differ from suffixed nominalizations discussed in Alexiadou (2001, 2009): Alexiadou noted the strong tendency to interpret -m- as ‘passive’. Taking the licensing of the agentive PP to be a reflex of the presence of Voice, Alexiadou et al. (2015), this suggests that Voice is contained in the structure of the nominals irrespectively of the presence of an affix (12) and (17).

However, we have seen that there are zero-derived nouns that support eventive readings, as can be seen by the fact that they permit eventive modification (28), but disallow argument structure, e.g., dipsa ‘thurst’:

(28) paratetameni dipsa prolonged thurst

This type of nominal has been classified as a simple event nominal by Grimshaw (1990) and has been shown by subsequent work to generally allow event modification across languages, see e.g., Moulton (2014) for English and Alexiadou (2009) for Greek. Moulton’s take on these nominals can be summarized as follows: these are evactive root nominalizations. Roots may include an internal argument and an evactivey argument. In the case of simple event nominals, existential closure of the internal argument allows the noun to denote an eventuality. If, however, roots come without any arguments (as argued most notably in Borer 2013), the event reading present has to emerge from the presence of a v layer in their morpho-syntax, Alexiadou (2009). The analysis we would like to pursue to explain the difference between simple event nouns and argument supporting nouns is the following: argument supporting nominals amend themselves to what Wood (2021) calls the *phrasal layering* analysis, i.e., the nominalization is built on top of full verbal phrases, as in (27a). By contrast, simple event nominals are built by combining n and v directly, i.e., they are complex heads in the sense of Wood (2021): what is nominalized is simply a v, not a verbal phrase, hence arguments are not licensed, see (29).

(29) n 

Turning now to the feminine gender question, we adapt Markopoulos’s (2017) ‘flavors of n’ analysis of Modern Greek, which views gender as the manifestation of different feature combinations on n. Specifically, Markopoulos takes the semantic features that are used cross-linguistically and categorize nouns to be different ways of nominalizing and assigning nouns to a particular cluster. The inventory of n in Greek includes, according to Markopoulos, both natural and arbitrary gender features, as shown in (30), where gender is basically the morphological realization of a particular n head:
This is in sharp contrast to feminine on human nouns, which is semantically and morphologically more marked than masculine in Greek, as in several Indo-European languages, as evidenced by a variety of diagnostics (Merchant 2014; Alexiadou 2017; Sudo and Spathas 2020; Adamson and Anagnostopoulou 2021). By contrast, the default nature of feminine with abstract nouns seems to be related to the original function of the feminine affix in Indo-European. In the three-gender system of Indo-European, the original function of the feminine affix was to derive abstract nouns. This led to the following gender specification for nominal forms (Luraghi 2013): neuter appears on mass nouns, masculine on individuated nouns, and feminine on abstract nouns (see also Vogel 2000; Weber 2001). In fact, Luraghi (2013) points out that this is a more general strategy, not only found in Indo-European: for example, in Afro-Asiatic, feminine affixes also occur in abstract nouns and collectives.

In the spirit of what is proposed in Acquaviva (2009) for Dutch, the selection of a particular n is sensitive to the root in the context of neuter and masculine nouns, while feminine is the default (32). Moreover, in the structure in (27b), root allomorphy (and allosemy) is expected, as n is local to the root.

(30) a. n [+human, +fem] Feminine
b. n [+human, -fem] Masculine
c. n [-human, +concrete] Neuter
d. n [-human, -concrete] Feminine

(30d) is arbitrarily mapped to feminine exponents, capturing, as claimed in Markopoulos (2017), the correlation between abstract nouns and feminine gender. In his view, arbitrary gender features (±fem) are assigned by contextually specific rules to a closed class of nouns; thus, gender assignment in new word formations is predictable. Note that (30d) is also the combination that is unspecified and thus acts as the default. Further evidence for this comes from the observation made in Markopoulos that newly coined words with a non-concrete referent (e.g., a feeling) are assigned to feminine DC3, (31):

(31) ápla ‘comfort’ ðigla ‘drowsiness’

Recall that we noted the templatic nature of several zero-derived forms, i.e., zero nominalization triggers root allomorphy (25). Typically, root allomorphy is negotiated locally, i.e., in the context of the categorizing head, obeying (23). However, on the basis of what we have argued in several cases, verbal layers intervene (34). To explain root allomorphy in this case, we will appeal to the role of Pruning which deletes nodes with Ø-exponence, see (25) above. As discussed in the previous section, Pruning removes zero nodes from the linearization statements, thus allowing nodes that normally do not interact to interact. Thus, structurally/linearly non-adjacent nodes can also interact, which explains vowel gradation. As Paparounas (2022) discusses in detail, Pruning is a last resort operation and is triggered under specific conditions. In fact, the conditioning of allomorphy here is very similar to the cases Christopoulos and Petrosino (2018), as well as Paparounas (2022), discuss for the verbal domain. n, being a phase head, defines the domain that is spelled out (Embick 2010).

(33) trep-o ‘trip’
(34) n
   n fem VoiceP
   ∅
   ∅ vP
   ∅ ∅TREP
Note here that in (34), it does not matter if the nominalizer itself has $\emptyset$-exponence or is realized by $-s$, as long as $v$ and Voice have $\emptyset$-exponence. **Pruning** will apply and trigger root allomorphy. On the other hand, these two layers intervene for selection and allosemy, and therefore feminine nouns are not sensitive to particular roots and do not give rise to non-compositional interpretations. This analysis crucially predicts that in the presence of an overt verbalizer, there should be no root allomorphy, and as far as we can tell, this is borne out, similarly to the verbal cases discussed in Christopoulos and Petrosino (2018):  

(35)  
- kathar-iz-o\kathar-is-m-a
  clean.vbz.1SG\clean.bvz.nmz.DC\NEUT
- adi-az-o\adi-as-m-a
  empty.vbz.1SG\empty.vbz.nmz.DC\NEUT

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed feminine zero-derived nouns, which raise interesting questions about the representation of gender and the link between feminine gender and nominal interpretation. The fact that deverbal nominalizations in Greek are gendered constitutes an argument that gender resides on little $n$, which hosts the nominalizing affixes and is not a property of roots. Abstract nouns bear feminine gender as a result of the emergence of a three-gender system (Luraghi 2013) that led to feminine gender as the default specification of abstract nouns. This characterization of feminine holds irrespectively of the overtly zero nature of the nominal affix. With concrete nouns, neuter is the default gender for inanimate nouns and masculine is the default for animate ones in languages like Modern Greek, as proposed by Markopoulos (2017) and argued for at length in Anagnostopoulou (2017) and Adamson and Anagnostopoulou (2021) on the basis of evidence from coordination resolution. We proposed a Distributed Morphology analysis by adopting the flavors of the $n$ analysis in Markopoulos (2017). The data discussed further support the main claim of Distributed Morphology, according to which syntactic word formation manipulates acategorial roots that receive categorial specification in combination with so-called categorial heads, such as $n$ and $v$. Greek zero-derived pairs offer further evidence for two layers of word formation: root-derived forms and word-derived forms.

In addition, we showed that zero-derived nominals license argument structure, and thus they may contain the same amount of verbal structure as their affixed counterparts. Furthermore, we looked at cases of root allomorphy across verbal layers with zero exponence and adopted **Pruning** to account for them.
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**Notes**

1 One could argue that $-s$ is a realization of perfective Aspect. However, as we see in the examples in (4), the stem of several nominal forms is not the one of their corresponding perfective verbal stem, e.g., pleno\’wash\’-eplina\’washed-PERF’, plisi \’washN’ or kalo \’callV\’-kalesa \’called-PERF’, kisi \’callN’.

2 Following Paparounas (2022), we analyze $-n$ in the verbal forms in (5) as a verbalizer.
We note here that -s- nouns derived from unergative verbs do not give rise to argument supporting nominalizations, as discussed Alexiadou (2001), and see Paparounas (2022), where (i) comes from, for a more recent discussion:

(i) *i sinehis koliemvisi tis Marias tin prototimase kalá ja to protathlima.
the frequent swim the Mary-GEN her prepared well for the championship.

Note here that if -n- in ser-n-o is a verbalizer, as stated in note 2, its absence in the perfective makes Pruning possible. The authors assume that Voice and Aspect form a single node in Greek, formed via post-syntactic rebracketing, see Paparounas (2022) for arguments against this.

We note here that Wood (2021) assumes that the complex head analysis is the input to both argument supporting and simple event nominals.

We refer here to Markopoulos (2017) and not Markopoulos (2018), as the latter system does not employ (30d), i.e. [+concrete] is no longer part of the feature system of Greek nouns. However, for the set of data we are interested in, it seems that the former system makes the correct predictions. This is further motivated by the diachrony of Greek nouns: as discussed in Civilleri (2013), feminine derived nouns tend to have abstract semantics, while neuter ones tend to have concrete semantics.

Interestingly, Markopoulos (2018) maintains that the [+concrete] feature distinction is relevant for e.g., Hebrew.

Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out to us.
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